
E V E N T S



CORTIJO LOS AGUSTINOS WELCOMES YOU

You are about to discover a singular and unique space where tradition and avant-garde, luxury and 
affection, will become an oasis of light and living nature in the heart of the traditional Andalusian.
   
Welcome to the 65 hectares of olive groves of Los Agustinos, to its magical spots where stroll and 
to the most beautiful sunsets over the Sierra of Grazalema and the village of Arcos de la Frontera.

We have three main spaces at your disposal that can be combined according to the route of your 
celebration. 

Cortijo Los Agustinos has established links with the best service providers for the success of your 
event, in case you case you need us to recommend some.

To elaborate the catering and decoration we count on the experience of the prestigious Catering 
Lebrija.
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The Cortijo

THE ESPLANADE

Located at the entrance to the Cortijo, the 285 m2 

Esplanade has a capacity for 120 people.

It offers a breathtaking view of Arcos de la Frontera and, 
above all, incomparable sunsets that tint the white walls 
of the Cortijo in all shades of pink.

The Esplanade is bordered by Mediterranean gardens. Its 
square water feature reflects a large palm tree surrounded 
by paving stones. 

The Esplanade immediately immerses you in the warmth 
of southern Spain.

THE GARDENS OF THE CORTIJO

The Gardens of the Cortijo are the best setting for your 
events.

Surrounding the infinity pool, their 433 m2 of space, 
spread over several levels of terraces, offer ideal spaces 
for celebrations. 

The Gardens of the Cortijo offer spectacular panoramic 
views over the fields and pine forests of Arcos on one 
side and the olive grove on the other.

The capacity of the cortijo is approximately 120 people.

ACCOMMODATION

The Cortijo offers accommodation for 16 people in 8 
double rooms.

OUR SPACES
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Los Retiros
They consist of six villas with contemporary architecture 
located in the heart of the olive grove.

They each have their own individual terraces facing the 
most beautiful view, that of the setting sun behind Arcos 
de la Frontera.

THE GARDENS OF LOS RETIROS

Los Retiros are distributed along a central axis that runs 
through the gardens, alongside the infinity pool and the 
pool house.

Los Retiros Gardens has an area of 373 m2 and a capacity 
of 120 people.

ACCOMMODATION

Los Retiros has a maximum accommodation capacity of 
36 people.
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Equus
Equus is the equestrian area of Cortijo Los Agustinos.

Equus consists of two stables, an outdoor arena, a covered 
arena and a gazebo. 

As well as being able to host equestrian sporting events, 
these venues can be adapted to host any kind celebration.

The outdoor arena has a surface area of 2,400 m2 and 
can accommodate up to 1,600 people seated or 4,000 
people standing.

The indoor arena has an area of 1,300 m2 and the floor 
can be covered with a floor. It also includes a bar. It can 
accommodate up to 800 people seated or 2,000 standing.

Located in a desert garden, the lookout is the perfect 
place to contemplate the Sierra de Grazalema.

ACCOMMODATION

Equus can be combined with any of the above 
accommodation spaces, the Cortijo or the Retiros.



ARCOS DE LA 
FRONTERA

The Cortijo Los Agustinos is located near Arcos de la 
Frontera, one of the most famous white villages.

Arcos de la Frontera is not a typical mountain village. 
Founded by the Romans, it sits high on the cliffs on the 
right bank of the River Guadalete and still bears the mark 
of the Muslim genius.

Arcos de la Frontera enjoys over 3,000 hours of sunshine 
a year, with an average temperature of 18 degrees.

Arcos de la Frontera has a rich historical and cultural 
heritage, such as its palaces, the Basílica Menor de Santa 
María and the Holy Week processions. It also offers many 
opportunities for nature activities or for exploring its 
numerous hiking trails.

Located in the middle of Andalusia, Arcos de la Frontera 
is 45 minutes from the beaches of Cádiz, one hour from 
Seville, 30 minutes from Jerez, at the entrance to the 
Sierra de Grazalema Natural Park and in the heart of the 
Arcornocales Natural Park.
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The rental of Cortijo Los Agustinos includes, during the 
celebration of the event:

- Toilet cleaning service
- Security service
- Cloakroom service

All spaces are outdoors. Los Agustinos does not have 
indoors for events.

Closing time of the celebration according to the finishing 
time of the open bar, maximum 6:00.

Access to the property is private and is under security 
service.

The main spaces for celebrations can be combined, with 
or without accommodation.

The rental of the Retiros Garden for an event with dinner 
entails the rental of one night of the 6 Retiros.

Regarding catering and decoration we work exclusively 
with Catering Lebrija.

Cortijo Los Agustinos only organises one event per day.

A deposit will be required when booking a date.

Check our cancellation policy.

Check our availability.

RENTAL CONDITIONS
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Outdoor spaces of the Cortijo:
from 3.000 €

The Garden of Los Retiros:
from 3.000 €

Equus:
Stables: 3.000 €

Covered riding arena:
5.800 €

Prices do not include VAT.

If you would like to visit our facilities, we offer you to 
arrange a private visit. Please contact us via:
Email: la@cortijolosagustinos.com
Mobile: +34653911453

Please visit our website cortijolosagustinos.com and our 
social networks:
Instagram: @cortijo_los_agustinos
Linkedin: cortijo-los-agustinos

VENUE RENTAL RATES



Ctra. Arcos - El Bosque A372 km 5,4 
11630 Arcos de la Frontera  - Cádiz - España

+34 653 911 453

la@cortijolosagustinos.com

www.cortijolosagustinos.com




